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MIDLAND TRAUMA SPECIALIST IMPRESSED
“It is always exciting to see Company’s in our community see a way
they can do something to support better outcomes for
organisations such as the Rescue Helicopter. As a trauma
specialist time is of the essence and this is such a positive way of
supporting the service. We have been investigating how we can
improve the delivery of trauma patients to the right place at the
right time,” said Grant Christey, Director of the Midland Regional
Trauma System. “We have been collecting data over the past five
years
and
have
consulted
widely
to
determine
which patients should go to which hospital facility in the Midland
Region. This work has highlighted some key improvements that
can be put in place to make it better for the people who require such highly specialized
care. Outcomes will be improved and we will save time and money by streamlining care
systems. Anything that allows us to do that better has to be good for our communities.”
The research will see the National Trauma base hosted by Midland who have been
measuring times over the past five years and modelling who goes where in order to
ensure that money is not being wasted. The Regional Trauma Guidelines being
developed will help save time and hold ups and this means that the response rates can
be quicker and much more cost effective.

The old Lubricant Delivery vehicle
has done its time and distance and
so a new vehicle has been set up to
continue the runs to customers in
the Bay of Plenty, Waikato, Taranaki, and Gisborne. The ISUZU FRD is
now on the road looking
resplendent in its brand livery with
the Lubricant Logistics Team
(pictured) all keen to be the driver.

THE ‘DIRECT TO YOU’ FLEET
IS KEPT BUSY WITH INTO
MACHINE WORK
The forestry and earthworks
customers, in particular, enjoy the
convenience of having their
working fleets filled directly. For
some this is a daily occurrence
while for others it is every second
day.

“It is a real benefit for those
customers who use this service
and while demanding of the
driver it is something that our
drivers take great pride in doing
well,” said Operations Manager,
Paul Clampitt.

Christmas is fast approaching and so
we wish to advise that the McFall
Fuel Office will be closed as follows.

December 25 to 28 inclusive
January 1 to 4 inclusive

“There is a great deal of pride in this new look truck which has increased load capacity and
has a drivers air seat which is seen as a real bonus for the team,” said General Manager
Rick Williams. “We are also planning to use the truck to assist with deliveries into the
growing Northland market following some research into how best to do this cost
effectively. ”

Customers who have shut downs
can you please advise us of the
dates as soon as possible.

LUBRICANT FOCUS FOR
OCTOBER
The Waipa King Country Life Education Trust has
its school visit plan in place for the Final Term of
2015. Their Vision is ‘to enhance the quality of
children’s lives’ and this is reflected in the
classroom activities which focus on students
making healthy choices and more importantly
developing self esteem and a positive
understanding of themselves. The Waipa King
Country Life Education Trust relies on the
generosity of supporters and sponsors to keep
the classroom and the teacher’s car on the road.
McFall Fuel support both the mobile classroom
and the teachers’ car by meeting their fuel
needs.
The ‘Learning with Harold’ programme sees
youngsters at schools of all sizes given the
opportunity of a visit. The hard work of the
trustees ensures that the reach is possible.

TERM 4
REMEMBER
HAROLD’S QUIZ
NIGHT AT THE
STABLES
ON
ALPHA IN CAMBRIDGE—Friday 16
October at 6:30pm
Oct. 12—Te Awamutu Intermediate
Nov. 9—Kawhia
Nov. 12 —Hauturu
Nov. 16—Ngutanui
Nov.18—Ohaupo
Nov. 26—Westmount
Dec. 2–Newstead
Dec. 7—Matangi
Dec. 10—Waipa Christian School

The Bay of Plenty Rugby
Jersey sponsorship has
been
a
successful
partnership and while
the Steamers have had a
mixed season this year
the McFall Fuel Team has
enjoyed the relationship
and
has
had
fun
supporting the team at
home games. The McFall Fuel Family Fun Day held in the teams’ training hangar prior
to the game against Wellington saw Nick Evemy, Terrence Hepetema, Brynn Uriarau,
and captain Culum Retallick run skills sessions with the staff children. The chance for
the youngsters to test themselves with tackle bags and other skill and drills led by the
players was so good that they did not want to leave for the game.

Silkolene is now
part of the McFall
Fuel
Lubricant
offer and FUCHS
Silkolene is the
global market leading high
performance
motorcycle
lubricants range which has been
developed on the race track to
ensure ultimate performance
and protection. This is an ideal
product for the farming sector to
use their loyalty points.
With over 100 years’ of
manufacturing experience, in the
United Kingdom the in-house
Research & Development team
are continually developing new
technologies to ensure that the
products give customers the
confidence that their bikes are
being protected.
The Silkolene products are
available in two stroke and four
stroke but we can source
whatever else you may require
to meet the needs of your bike
or fleet.

